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An easy, breezy guided journal for recording your new baby's first year. Wit and humor make the

journal a joy to fill out, and the light prompts don't take up too much of Mom's precious time. The

bright and whimsical design makes this journal a must-have for all new mothers.
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I bought this for my baby that I'm expecting this month. I think it has a cute look and will have lots of

info without being too thorough or aggressive to keep up with. I like the areas for photos, the way it's

sectioned off, etc. I think it'll be the perfect snapshot of the beginning of her life to give to my

daughter one day. Really looking forward to using it!

I have the bump book and I loved filling it out. This book made me mad when it pretty much has the

entire first part as a review of pre baby. I wish it started at the birth forward and had more space for

writing and pitctures (maybe a full page spread opposed to just a front or back.)Also, the milestones

keep being missed because they are in their own section instead of being close to where it might

happen. They are also not in order or usual mastery so I always forget by the time I flip through and

see it on the page.

I bought this for my first-born and I got another one for baby #2. I like that this journal is a bit more

modern than others, and it gives you plenty of essential entries without going overboard. There is a

section for "firsts", as well, to keep track of milestone moments and first holidays. I just wish there

were pockets or something else to make securing keepsakes easier. There are spots for photos, but



I don't really see this as being a long-term option photographs. I'll probably end up transferring all of

the information to a scrapbook one day.

This was the HIT of the entire baby shower...MOM went crazy with the prospects of following the

record keeping provided. WONDERFUL and I will buy it again for the next shower!

I was disappointed to see two full pages dedicated to baby's christening or other religious

equivalent. Those who do not choose to perform such a ritual will be unable to use those pages.

This would not be an issue if those pages easily pulled out. But, if you remove those pages, you'd

also remove the page about the mother's side of the family, which is printed on the backside of one

of the religious pages. Not a great design for making this book useful for all types of families. Also

wish the pages were larger to accommodate full size photos. Would be nice if there was a folder as

well.

This is a great book! I found this after using the birthday book for my older kids. Its super easy for

parents who dont have tons of time. Some of the questions are really funny and you literally just

have to check mark stuff and write in a few spaces. Its cute, easy and doesnt make u feel bad about

slacking on some answers and dates! I highly recommend!

Love this book! Used it for my first child and just bought a second one for my new baby! I wish the

pages were slightly larger to fit a 4x6 photo. But now it's easy to print 4x4 photos where as a few

years ago it wasn't. I enjoy it's humorous spin on milestones as me and husband aren't super

sentimental. It fits some personalities better!

The first year seriously goes by so incredibly fast! I bought this book when my son was 2 months old

and I loved taking a few minutes every month to write down the new things he was doing, or saying.

This is a great way to capture memories that you may forget at times. It is a cute book with areas to

write things down, put a few pictures in, or brag about how incredible your child is. It really is

awesome and I think ALL kids should have one to look back on when they get older.
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